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A general model is proposed for constrained dynamical systems on a symplectic
manifold which covers, among others, the description of Lagrangian and Hamil-
tonian systems with nonholonomic constraints and the canonical description of
mechanical systems with a singular Lagrangian. The reduction properties of these
systems in the presence of symmetry are investigated within this general frame-
work. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S0022-2488~99!00902-0#
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose a general model for constrained Hamiltonian systems on a symplec-
tic manifold, providing a unified setting for the description of various types of mechanical systems
with constraints. Special attention is then paid to aspects concerning symmetry and reduction for
the class of systems under consideration.
The constraints encountered in classical mechanics can be classified, roughly speaking, into
two different categories, which may be labeled as ‘‘internal constraints’’ and‘‘external con-
straints,’’ respectively. Internal constraints are those that find their origin in the degeneracy of the
Lagrangian describing a certain system, which prevents a straightforward transition to an equiva-
lent Hamiltonian formulation. This type of constraint usually reflects the presence of ‘‘gauge’’
degrees of freedom, and is, in fact, more relevant to relativistic mechanics and field theory. The
standard treatment of degenerate ~or singular! Lagrangian systems is based on the Dirac–
Bergmann constraint analysis ~see, e.g., Ref. 1!. An intrinsic geometric formulation and generali-
zation of this theory is provided by the so-called presymplectic constraint algorithm, developed by
Gotay and Nester.2–4 A different approach to singular Lagrangian systems, advocated by Tulc-
zyjew, consists in treating them as implicit dynamical systems ~see, e.g., Ref. 5!.
External constraints refer to those physical constraints which are imposed on a given system
from outside. Here we can make a further distinction between ~time-independent or time-
dependent! holonomic and nonholonomic, one-sided and two-sided constraints. Holonomic con-
straints are restrictions on the admissible configurations ~i.e., ‘‘positions’’! of the system under
consideration, whereas nonholonomic constraints depend on the velocities in an essential way, i.e.,
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nonholonomic constraints are the conditions for ‘‘rolling without slipping.’’ For the purpose of
this paper, we restrict our attention to the case of systems with two-sided, time-independent
nonholonomic constraints. ~For a geometric approach to systems with one-sided constraints, which
are analytically expressed by inequalities, we refer to Refs. 6, 7.! The classical approach to
nonholonomic mechanical systems is based on the method of Lagrange multipliers ~see, e.g., Ref.
8 for a comprehensive treatment!. The fundamental work of Vershik and Faddeev9,10 has marked
the beginning of a period of intensive research on nonholonomic systems within the realm of
geometric mechanics: see, for instance, Refs. 11–14 for a more detailed bibliography. In particu-
lar, the relevance of these studies for the further development of control theory has recently
attracted a lot of attention ~see, e.g., Refs. 15, 16, and references therein!. We note, in passing, that
nonholonomic systems have also been treated as implicit dynamical systems by Ibort et al.11
In spite of the difference in the ‘‘physical’’ nature of the constraints, it turns out that the
geometrical models adopted for describing systems with either internal or external constraints,
have many aspects in common. Indeed, in the canonical treatment of degenerate systems as well
as in the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian treatment of nonholonomic systems, the search for consis-
tent equations of motion eventually leads to a framework consisting of the following ingredients:
a symplectic manifold (P ,v), a smooth function H on P , a submanifold M of P , and a distri-
bution F along M ~i.e., a subbundle of the restricted tangent bundle TP uM). Depending on the
case, P hereby represents the velocity phase space TQ or the momentum phase space T*Q of the
system under consideration, with underlying configuration space Q , and v is either the Poincare´–
Cartan 2-form on TQ , induced by a regular Lagrangian, or the canonical symplectic form on
T*Q . In the case of degenerate systems, M is the ‘‘final constraint submanifold’’ generated by the
appropriate constraint algorithm, and F coincides either with TM or with the tangent bundle of a
larger submanifold containing M ~the primary constraint submanifold!. H denotes the energy
function or the ~extended! Hamiltonian. In the case of a nonholonomic system, M simply denotes
the constraint submanifold defined by the given external constraints, and the distribution F is
characterized by the property that its annihilator is the co-distribution generated by the reaction
forces, induced by the constraints. The problem then consists in finding a vector field on P ,
generated by H , which is tangent to M and compatible, in an appropriate sense, with the distri-
bution F .
In the present paper we will take the above ingredients as building stones for constructing a
general model for constrained dynamical systems in a symplectic setting. This model can be seen,
in particular, as a unifying model for the description of degenerate systems as well as of mechani-
cal systems with nonholonomic constraints. Our main goal then is to study the geometry of such
systems in the presence of symmetry. Guided by various recent treatments of nonholonomic
systems with symmetry ~cf. Refs. 17, 15, 12, 18, 19!, we will discuss in some detail the reduction
problem for general constrained Hamiltonian systems with symmetry.
The scheme of this paper is as follows. In the next section we briefly recall some aspects of
the geometrical approach to singular Lagrangian systems and to systems with nonholonomic
constraints. In Sec. III we then propose a general model for constrained systems and investigate
the existence and uniqueness conditions for the dynamics. In Sec. IV we deal with the problem of
solving the dynamics. In Sec. V, we introduce symmetry into our model and present some general
reduction results. After putting forward a classification of constrained systems with symmetry,
inspired on the one introduced by Bloch et al.15 for nonholonomic systems, we describe some
further reduction results for each class separately in Sec. VI. Finally, in Sec. VII we illustrate the
obtained results on some particular cases.
Throughout this paper, we work in the category of smooth ~i.e., C`) objects. For convenience,
we will usually not make a notational distinction between a ~vector! bundle over a manifold and
the ring of its smooth sections, i.e., if F denotes a vector bundle over a manifold N ~for instance,
a subbundle of TN), then XPF simply means that X:N!F is a section of F . The sole exception
to this rule will be the occasional use of the notation X(N) for the ring of smooth vector fields on
N .4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Consider a smooth, finite dimensional manifold Q , with local coordinates denoted by (qA).
As is well known, the tangent bundle TQ of Q , with canonical projection tQ :TQ!Q , is
equipped with a dilation vector field D, i.e., the so-called Liouville vector field, and a canonical
type ~1,1! tensor field S , called the vertical endomorphism, which determines the almost tangent
structure of TQ . In the natural bundle coordinates (qA,vA) of TQ these objects read as
D5vA
]
]vA
, S5
]
]vA
^ dqA.
Given a Lagrangian on TQ , i.e., a smooth function L:TQ!R, one can define the corresponding
Poincare´–Cartan 1- and 2-forms uL and vL , respectively, and the energy function EL , according
to
uL5S*~dL !, vL52duL , EL5D~L !2L ,
with S* denoting the action of S on 1-forms. In geometrical terms, the equations of motion for the
Lagrangian system with Lagrangian L can then be expressed by
iZvL5dEL . ~1!
If L is regular, that is, if the Hessian matrix (]2L/]vA]vB) is nondegenerate everywhere, then vL
is a symplectic form. In that case ~1! admits a unique solution for Z , which we will denote by GL ,
and which is usually called the Euler–Lagrange vector field corresponding to L . In particular, GL
is a second order differential equation field ~SODE, for short!, that is, S(GL)5D . The base
integral curves qA(t) of GL ~i.e., the projections of its integral curves onto Q) verify the Euler–
Lagrange equations,
d
dt S ]L] q˙AD2 ]L]qA 50. ~2!
For later use, we recall that the symplectic form vL , corresponding to a regular Lagrangian,
induces two bundle isomorphisms ~‘‘musical mappings’’! [L :T(TQ)!T*(TQ) and
]L :T*(TQ)!T(TQ), where [L(X)5iXvL and ]L5[L21 .
A. Singular Lagrangian systems
A Lagrangian ~system! is called singular, or degenerate, if the Hessian matrix (]2L/]vA]vB)
is singular. In such a case, the equation of motion ~1!, in general, does not have a solution, and if
a solution exists, it will not be unique. If the Poincare´–Cartan 2-form vL corresponding to a
singular Lagrangian has constant rank and, hence, vL happens to be a presymplectic form, one can
apply the so-called presymplectic constraint algorithm, developed by Gotay and Nester ~see, e.g.,
Refs. 2, 3!. This algorithm generates a descending sequence of constraint submanifolds which,
under the appropriate conditions, converges to a closed immersed submanifold P f of TQ ~the
‘‘final constraint submanifold’’! on which there exist consistent equations of motion for the given
system. More precisely, it follows by construction that the equation
~ iZvL2dEL! uP f50 ~3!
admits at least one solution Z which is everywhere tangent to P f . In addition, one can always find
a submanifold of P f on which there exists a unique solution Z which also verifies the SODE
condition ~cf. Ref. 4!. For quantization purposes, however, it is more convenient to develop the
analysis of a degenerate Lagrangian system on an ambient symplectic space. This can be achieved
by passing to an appropriate Hamiltonian formulation.4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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mapping over Q , which is locally written as
Leg~qA,vA!5~qA,pA!,
where pA5]L/]vA. If vQ denotes the canonical symplectic form on T*Q , we have Leg* vQ
5vL ~see, e.g., Ref. 20!. Hence, L is regular if and only if Leg is a local diffeomorphism, and L
is said to be hyperregular if Leg is a global diffeomorphism. For a singular Lagrangian system it
is not possible, in general, to obtain a consistent Hamiltonian description. Let us assume, however,
that L is almost-regular, i.e., M 15Leg(TQ) is a submanifold of T*Q and Leg is a submersion
onto M 1 with connected fibers. In that case, the energy function EL projects onto a function
h1 :M 1!R which is uniquely determined by h1+Leg15EL , where Leg1 simply stands for the
‘‘restriction’’ of Leg, regarded as a mapping from TQ onto M 1 . If we now denote by v1 the
pull-back of vQ to M 1 , then the equation
iXv15dh1 , ~4!
is precisely the Hamiltonian counterpart of Eq. ~1!.
Starting from ~4!, one can again apply the presymplectic constraint algorithm which, in case
the given problem is consistent, leads to a nonempty final constraint submanifold M f such that the
equation
~ iXv12dh1! uM f50 ~5!
admits well-defined solutions. This approach yields a global version of the classical Dirac–
Bergmann theory for constrained systems.1 Let ‘‘'’’ denote the symplectic orthogonal with re-
spect to the canonical symplectic form vQ . Then, if X is an arbitrary solution of ~5!, all other
solutions will be of the form X1Y , with YPTM fùTM 1
'
.
A simple argument shows that, for almost regular Lagrangians, the Lagrangian and the Hamil-
tonian formulations are fully equivalent ~see Refs. 2, 3!. In particular, the final constraint sub-
manifolds on both sides are connected via the Legendre transformation, in the sense that the latter
induces a fibration Legf :P f!M f . Whenever Z is a projectable solution of ~3!, its projection onto
M f yields a solution of ~5! and, conversely, given a solution X of ~5!, any vector field Z on P f
which projects onto X satisfies ~3!.
A geometric constraint algorithm, closely related to the Gotay–Nester approach, is the one
developed by Hinds21 ~see also Ref. 2 for a brief discussion!. Again starting from ~4!, this algo-
rithm generates a descending sequence of constraint submanifolds. In the favorable case, the
algorithm stabilizes at a final constraint submanifold which, for simplicity, we will denote again
by M f . It is important to point out that, in general, this M f will be different from the final
constraint submanifold obtained by the presymplectic constraint algorithm. In principle, both
algorithms start to diverge from each other after the second step. This is due to the fact that in the
Hinds algorithm, at each step, possibly new constraints are generated by imposing consistency
conditions on the equations of motion induced on the previous constraint submanifold by a pull-
back procedure. In the presymplectic constraint algorithm, on the other hand, the consistency
conditions are imposed on the equations obtained by taking the restriction of ~4! to the successive
constraint submanifolds. The equations of motion obtained through Hinds’ algorithm can be
written as
iXv f5dh f , ~6!
with v f and h f denoting the pull-back to M f of v1 and h1 , respectively. Given a solution X of this
equation, it follows that X1Y is also a solution for any YPTM fùTM f
'
. Note that ~6! is an
equation induced on the final constraint submanifold, i.e., it expresses an equality of 1-forms on4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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ing M f . This indeed reflects the difference in spirit between both algorithms, as described above.
Following Dirac,1 the constraints produced in the course of the constraint analysis can be
classified in two different ways. On the one hand, depending on the order of appearance, there are
primary, secondary, ~tertiary, etc.,! constraints. On the other hand, there is the more significant
distinction between first and second class constraints. In physics, it is customary to assume that all
first class constraints ~primary, secondary,...! are generators of gauge transformations, i.e., trans-
formations that do not change the physical state of the system ~see, e.g., Refs. 22, 23!. This
property is automatically verified when applying Hinds’ algorithm. In the Gotay–Nester approach,
all primary first class constraints generate gauge transformations but, in general, this need not be
the case for all subsequent ~secondary,...! first class constraints ~see Ref. 2 for more details!. From
a physical point of view, therefore, it may be argued that ~6! is in better agreement with the
‘‘standard’’ interpretation of gauge transformations than ~5!.
We will now recast the equations ~5! and ~6! into a form which better serves our purpose.
Taking an arbitrary extension H1 :T*Q!R of the Hamiltonian h1 :M 1!R, it follows that ~5! is
formally equivalent to
~ iXvQ2dH1! uM fP~TM 1
o! uM f , X uM fPTM f , ~7!
where TM 1
o is the annihilator of TM 1 in T*T*Q . Locally, these conditions precisely generate the
equations of motion ensuing from the classical Dirac–Bergmann constraint analysis. Likewise,
taking an arbitrary extension H f of h f to T*Q , ~6! can be rewritten in terms of the canonical
symplectic form as follows:
~ iXvQ2dH f ! uM fPTM f
o
, X uM fPTM f , ~8!
where it should be emphasized again that, for the same system, the constraint submanifolds M f in
~7! and ~8!, in general, need not be the same.
B. Nonholonomic Lagrangian systems
In this section, we start by considering a regular Lagrangian system with Lagrangian L:TQ
!R, subjected to a set of nonholonomic constraints which are linear in the velocities, i.e., they
can be ~locally! represented by a set of independent functions of the form f i“m iA(q)vA, for 1
<i<m . We can describe this nonholonomic Lagrangian system in geometrical terms as follows.
The constraint equations f i50 define a (n2m)-dimensional distribution D on the n-dimensional
configuration manifold Q . We denote its total space by D , which is a (2n2m)-dimensional
submanifold of TQ: the constraint submanifold. For simplicity we always assume in the sequel
that tQ(D)5Q , i.e., the constraints are ‘‘purely kinematical’’ in the sense that they do not impose
restrictions on the allowable positions. The motions of the system are forced to take place on D ,
and this requires the introduction of some ~unknown! ‘‘reaction forces.’’ In de Leo´n et al.,24 an
intrinsic expression for the equations of motion was obtained, which we will describe below.
First of all, we define a distribution D v on TQ by prescribing its annihilator as a subbundle of
T*TQ which, along the constraint submanifold D , represents the bundle of reaction forces. More
precisely, given a set of independent 1-forms $m i ;1<i<m% on Q , which locally generate the
annihilator D o of D, we put
~D v!o5^m iv&,
where m i
v denotes the vertical lift of the 1-form m i to TQ ~see Ref. 20!. A direct computation
reveals that D v is, in fact, globally defined. Note, in passing, that with m i5m iA dqA, the given
constraint functions f i are precisely the evaluation maps of these 1-forms.
Next, it can then be shown that the equations of motion for such a nonholonomic mechanical
system are given by4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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It should be pointed out that each solution of ~9! ~if there exists one! is automatically a SODE
along D . This implies that, in local coordinates, the integral curves of X on D are of the form
(qA(t), q˙A(t)), whereby the qA(t) are solutions of the system of differential equations
d
dt S ]L] q˙AD2 ]L]qA 5l im iA , ~10!
together with the constraint equations m iA(q) q˙A50, and where the l i are Lagrange multipliers.
We will now describe a procedure which permits us to decide under what conditions ~9!
admits a solution and, if these conditions are fulfilled, to obtain a solution by projection of the
Euler–Lagrange vector field of the corresponding unconstrained system.
Applying the isomorphism ]L to the co-distribution (D v)o we obtain the symplectic orthogo-
nal complement ~with respect to vL) of D v, i.e., ]L((D v)o)5(D v)'. Obviously, dim(D v)' is
equal to the number of independent constraints. We will say that the given nonholonomic system
satisfies the compatibility condition if TxDù(D xv)'5$0% at each point xPD . In such a case,
taking into account that dim(D xv)'5m , we have a direct sum decomposition,
Tx~TQ !5TxD % ~D xv!', xPD ,
which, in turn, gives rise to two complementary projectors, say
Px :Tx~TQ !!TxD , Qx :Tx~TQ !!~D xv!'.
A direct calculation shows that GL ,D5P(GL uD) is a solution of ~9!. Moreover, one can easily show
that this solution is necessarily unique.24 The procedure just described is essentially equivalent to
the classical one based on the use of Lagrange multipliers.
If the nonholonomic system does not verify the compatibility condition, that is,
TxDù(D xv)'Þ$0% at some points xPD , we can develop a constraint algorithm which is very
similar to the one described above for singular Lagrangians ~cf. Ref. 24!. Under the appropriate
conditions, this algorithm determines a final constraint submanifold D f on which there exist
consistent equations of motion for the given constrained problem. More precisely, the algorithm
guarantees the existence of well-defined solutions X of the system
~ iXvL2dEL! uD fP~D v!o, X uD fPTD f ~11!
~see Ref. 24 for details!. Again, it turns out that a solution of ~11! is a SODE along D f .
The previous analysis of nonholonomic systems can be further extended to the case where, in
addition, the Lagrangian happens to be singular ~see Refs. 25, 26!. To fix the ideas, let us assume
that L is almost regular, and that ker~Leg!
*
,D c, where D c denotes the tangent or complete lift
of D to TQ , i.e., D c is the distribution on TQ whose annihilator is given by (D c)o5^m iv ,m ic&.
The nonholonomic mechanical system (L ,D) is then also said to be almost regular. Under these
assumptions, the following is proved in Ref. 25 ~using the notations of the previous subsection!:
• D¯ 5Leg(D) is a submanifold of M 15Leg(TQ), and the restriction LeguD :D!D¯ is a sur-
jective submersion whose fiber at a point xPD¯ is precisely given by Leg21(x).
• If $m i% is a basis of D o, then (D v¯)o5^pQ*m i& defines a distribution D¯ v¯ on T*Q , where
pQ :T*Q!Q is the canonical projection. By construction, the distributions D v and D¯ v¯ are
Leg-related.
• Let D¯ 1v¯ be the distribution on M 1 , the annihilator of which is the co-distribution obtained by
taking the pull-back to M 1 of the forms generating (D¯ v¯)o. The system4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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is then equivalent to the system
~iXvL2dEL!uDP~D v!o, X uDPTD ,
where h1 is the projection of EL onto M 1 . Indeed, one can develop a constraint algorithm for
both systems such that, at each stage, the respective constraint submanifolds Dk and D¯ k are
Leg-related, that is, Leg(Dk)5D¯ k . Moreover, with D f and D¯ f denoting the final constraint
submanifolds, one can show that the Legendre map induces a surjective submersion
Legf :D f!D¯ f which projects solutions onto solutions.
In particular, when applying the constraint algorithm to ~12! we end up with the dynamical
equation,
~ iYv12dh1! uD¯ fP~D¯ 1
v¯ !o, Y uD¯ fPTD
¯ f , ~13!
which, by construction, admits well-defined solutions Y . Finally, as in the treatment of ~free!
singular Lagrangian systems, discussed in the previous subsection, one can prove the formal
equivalence of ~13! with
~ iYvQ2dH ! uD¯ fP~D¯ v
¯ùTM 1!o, Y uD¯ fPTD
¯ f , ~14!
where H:T*Q!R is an arbitrary extension of h1 .
Remark II.1: In the previous discussion we have confined ourselves to the case of linear
nonholonomic constraints. Much of the above, however, applies equally well to the case of affine
or even nonlinear constraints. For instance, for a regular Lagrangian system, subjected to nonlin-
ear, nonholonomic constraints, described by a submanifold M of the tangent bundle TQ , the
equations of motion are again of the form ~9!, with the vector subbundle D being replaced by M
and (D v)o by the co-distribution S*((TM )o) ~see, e.g., Refs. 27, 28!.
III. A GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS
When looking at the systems ~7!, ~8!, ~9!, ~11! and ~14!, we see that, in spite of the difference
in ~physical! origin and interpretation, they all have a similar geometrical structure. This prompts
us to introduce the following general model for constrained dynamical systems within a symplec-
tic setting.
Consider a symplectic manifold (P ,v), a smooth function H:P!R ~the Hamiltonian!, an
embedded submanifold M of P ~the constraint submanifold! and a distribution F on P along M ,
i.e., F is a vector subbundle of TP uM . We are then interested in the following problem: find a
smooth section X of the restricted tangent bundle TP uM!M , such that
~ iXv2dH ! uMPFo, XPTM , ~15!
with Fo the annihilator of F in T*P uM . In particular, X then defines a vector field on M . It is clear
that ~7!, ~8!, ~9!, ~11! and ~14! belong to the class of problems described by ~15!. ~We thereby
ignore the technicality that in the treatment of singular Lagrangian systems, the final constraint
submanifold, in principle, may be an immersed rather than an embedded submanifold.!
In what follows we will denote by [:TP!T*P ,X°iXv and ]5[21:T*P!TP , the bundle
isomorphisms over P induced by the symplectic form v.
We now first study the problem of the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the con-
strained system ~15!.
Proposition III.1: (i) (Existence) The system (15) admits a solution if and only if4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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at each point xPM .
(ii) (Uniqueness) If (15) has a solution, then it is unique if and only if
F'ùTM50.
Proof: ~i! If X is a solution of ~15! then, since X(M ),TM , we have iXv uMP(TM')o, from
which it follows that
dH uMPFo1~TM'!o5~FùTM'!o.
Conversely, assume that dH uMPFo1(TM')o. Then, dH uM2bP(TM')o for some bPFo. Since
[(TM )5(TM')o, we deduce that there exists a vector field X satisfying ~15!.
~ii! Now, let X and X8 be two solutions of ~15!. Then
X2X8PF'ùTM .
Hence, if a solution exists, it will be unique if and only if F'ùTM50. Q.E.D.
Note that the existence condition can be equivalently expressed as
XHuMPTM1F',
where XH denotes the ~unconstrained! Hamiltonian vector field on (P ,v) with Hamiltonian H .
Hence, any solution X of ~15! is of the form
X5XHuM1Z , ~16!
for some ZPF'. An interesting special case occurs when rank F5dim M or, equivalently,
dim Fx5dim TxM for all xPM .
Corollary III.2: If rank F5dim M , then the condition F'ùTM50 implies both the existence
and uniqueness of a solution of (15).
Proof: A simple algebraic argument shows that, under the given assumptions, TP uM5F'
% TM . Taking the symplectic complements of both sides, we find that 05FùTM' and, hence,
T*P uM5(FùTM')o. The result now readily follows from the previous Proposition. Q.E.D.
Under the conditions of the Corollary, ~15! is a constrained Hamiltonian system in the sense
of Marle,19 who has studied such systems in the more general setting of Poisson manifolds.
Let us now check the existence and uniqueness conditions for the examples discussed in the
previous section. For the nonholonomic system ~9!, with a regular Lagrangian, we have (P ,v)
5(TQ ,vL), M5D and F5D v. The compatibility condition introduced for such a system pre-
cisely coincides with the unicity condition from Proposition 3.1. Since a simple counting of
dimensions shows that rank D v5dim D , it follows from the above Corollary that a compatible
nonholonomic system indeed admits a unique solution. For the other cases ~7!, ~8!, ~11! and ~14!,
we note that the equations of motion are obtained after applying a constraint algorithm. The latter
is precisely conceived so as to guarantee the existence of a consistent solution, i.e., in these cases
the existence condition of Proposition 3.1 holds by construction. The uniqueness condition, how-
ever, need not be satisfied: in general, there will be ‘‘gauge degrees of freedom.’’
Returning to the general model ~15!, it is important to point out that if the system admits a
solution X , it need not be true, in general, that ~the restriction of! H is a first integral of X . In
classical mechanics, for instance, it is well known that imposing nonholonomic constraints on a
conservative mechanical system may destroy the conservation of energy ~see, e.g., Ref. 19!. An
additional assumption on the nature of the constraints therefore is needed to ensure the conserva-
tion of energy. For a Lagrangian system subject to general ~i.e., not necessarily linear! nonholo-
nomic constraints, a sufficient condition for the energy EL to be conserved is that the constraints
are ‘‘homogeneous,’’ which, in geometrical terms, means that the dilation vector field D should be4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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‘‘ideal constraints’’ was used instead of homogeneous constraints!. In the case of linear con-
straints, this condition is always fulfilled.
Remark III.3: If ~15! admits no solution, then it is possible to develop a constraint algorithm
which, at least in case the given problem is consistent, will lead to a final constraint submanifold
M f on which there exist a well-defined dynamics. The system to be considered then reads as
~ iXv2dH ! uM fPF
o
, X uM fPTM f , ~17!
which is again of the same type as ~15!. By construction this system now has well-defined
solutions. Therefore, without loss of generality, we will henceforth always assume that the exis-
tence condition of Proposition 3.1 is satisfied
IV. SOLVING THE DYNAMICS
Given a constrained system of the form ~15! for which condition ~i! of Proposition 3.1 holds,
we will now indicate how one can explicitly construct a ~local! solution for the dynamics.
Let XH again denote the ‘‘unconstrained’’ Hamiltonian system on (P ,v), corresponding to
the Hamiltonian H . Take a local basis $m i ;1<i<m% of Fo, and let $Fa ;1<a<s% be an inde-
pendent set of constraint functions which locally define M . Denote by Zi the symplectic gradient
of m i , that is, [(Zi)5m i . Then, F' is locally generated by the vector fields Zi and, according to
~16!, any solution X of ~15! can be written as
X5XH1l iZi ,
where the l i are Lagrange multipliers which can be determined from the tangency condition:
05X~Fa! uM5XH~Fa! uM1l iZi~Fa! uM , ;a .
Indeed, the existence condition for solutions of ~15!, in particular, implies that this system of
equations can be solved for the l i, i.e., on M we have
rank~Zi~Fa!!5rank~Zi~Fa!;2XH~Fa!!.
Of course, the solution for the l i need not be unique.
Next, let us assume that both conditions of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied, so that the system
admits a unique solution. Our goal now is to construct a projection operator which allows us to
deduce the constrained dynamics from the unconstrained dynamics XH .
From the assumption F'ùTM50 it readily follows that for each xPM , dim Fx
'
<codim TxM , i.e., m5corank F<codim M5s . We can now distinguish the following two
cases.
Assume m5s .
A simple dimensional argument shows that
TP uM5TM % F'.
Therefore, there exist two complementary projectors P:TP uM!TM and Q:TP uM!F' and it is
straightforward to check that P(XH) is a solution of ~15!. Using the above notations, a local
expression for P is given by
P5Id2C i jZi ^ dF j ,
where (C i j) is the inverse of the regular matrix (Ci j), with Ci j5Z j(F i). Hence we obtain
P~XH!5XH2C i jXH~F j!Zi . ~18!4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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In this case, we have
TM % F' TP uM ,
with two complementary projectors P :TM % F'!TM and Q:TM % F'!F'. From the existence
condition it easily follows that XHuMPTM % F'. As above, the projection P(XH) then provides
the unique solution of the constrained dynamics.
The matrices (Zi(Fa)) and (Zi(Fa);2XH(Fa)), with (1<i<m;1<a<s), both have maxi-
mal rank m . To obtain an explicit ~local! description for P(XH) we only need to select m
independent rows from the matrix (Zi(Fa)). Without loss of generality, we may assume these to
be the first m rows (1<a<m), so that we recover ~18!.
Remark IV.1: Recently, various authors have pointed out that the dynamics of nonholonomic
systems can be conveniently described in terms of a ‘‘pseudo-Poisson’’ bracket ~see, e.g., Refs.
18, 29, 30!. On the other hand, in Refs. 31, 25, a unified treatment of constrained systems has also
been proposed in terms of Dirac brackets. The relation between these various bracket approaches
has been discussed in Cantrijn et al.32 It is rather straightforward to see that these bracket formu-
lations of constrained dynamics can be extended to the general model for constrained systems
considered in this paper, but we will not further enter into this matter here.
In the next three sections we wish to investigate the effect of symmetry on the dynamics of
constrained systems of type ~15!. In particular, we will describe various reduction schemes for
such systems. The subsequent analysis remains close in spirit to some related treatments of
nonholonomic systems with symmetry ~see, for instance, Refs. 33, 17, 15, 27, 34, 19, 35!.
V. SYMMETRY AND REDUCTION
Consider a constrained system of the form ~15! and let there be a given symplectic action
F:G3P!P of a Lie group G on the symplectic manifold (P ,v), such that the submanifold M ,
the Hamiltonian function H and the vector subbundle F are G-invariant. For simplicity we will
always assume that this action is free and proper. For each gPG and xPP we put F(g ,x)
5Fg(x)5gx . The infinitesimal generator ~fundamental vector field! corresponding to jPg, with
g the Lie algebra of G , will be denoted by jP . By assumption we thus have for all gPG ,
• Fg*(H)5H+Fg5H;
• Fg(M )#M ;
• TFg(Fx)5FFg(x) , for all xPM .
If ~15! admits a solution X , it is routine to verify that Fg*X will also be a solution for each
gPG . This still means that at each point xPM , Fg*X(x)2X(x)PFx'ùTxM . In particular, in
case ~15! has a unique solution, the latter will be G-invariant.
In discussing the reduction of a G-invariant solution of ~15! we will proceed in two stages.
First, we will show that the above assumptions already allow us to construct a Poisson reduction.
Next, upon invoking an additional hypothesis, we will establish a kind of symplectic reduction, in
the sense of the one derived by Bates and S´niatycki17 for nonholonomic Hamiltonian systems.
(i) Poisson reduction. Since the action F is free and proper, the orbit space P¯ 5P/G is a
differentiable manifold and r:P!P¯ is a principal bundle over P¯ with structure group G , whereby
r denotes the natural projection. Moreover, F being a symplectic action, it is, in particular, a
Poisson action with respect to the natural Poisson structure induced by v on P , i.e., it leaves the
corresponding Poisson tensor field L on P invariant. It is known that the orbit space P¯ then admits
a unique Poisson structure such that the projection r becomes a Poisson map ~see, e.g., Ref. 36!.
The corresponding Poisson tensor field L¯ on P¯ is unambiguously determined by
L¯ ~d f¯ ,dg¯ !~ y¯ !5L~r*d f¯ ,r*dg¯ !~y !,4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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according to
^]¯ ~ a¯ !,b¯ &5L¯ y¯~ a¯ ,b¯ !,
for all y¯PP¯ and a¯ ,b¯ PTy*¯P¯ .
The Hamiltonian H being G-invariant, it induces a function H¯ on P¯ . Moreover, M is also
assumed to be G-invariant and, clearly, the G-action induced by F on M will still be free and
proper. Thus, the quotient manifold M¯ 5M /G is a smooth submanifold of P¯ . Finally, we note that
the G-invariance of F also implies the G-invariance of F'. For each x¯PM¯ we put (F')x¯
5Tr(Fx') for some xPr21( x¯)(,M ). This definition is independent of the choice of x
Pr21( x¯). We then put
F'5øx¯PM¯ ~F'!x¯ ,
which defines a generalized distribution on P¯ along M¯ . In principle, the bundle F' need not have
constant rank. Assume now that there exists a G-invariant solution X of ~15!. As pointed out
above, this will automatically be the case if the equation admits a unique solution. Then, X is
projectable onto M¯ and its projection X¯ verifies
X¯ P]¯ ~dH¯ !1F',
that is,
X¯ 5XH¯ uM¯ 1Z¯ ,
for some Z¯ PF', with XH¯ 5]¯ (dH¯ ). Indeed, according to ~16! we can always write X in the form
X5XH1Z , with ZPF'. The symmetry assumptions already guarantee the projectability of the
Hamiltonian vector field XH . Therefore, if X is G-invariant, Z is also G-invariant and its projec-
tion onto M¯ is a section of F'.
Next, we will show that under an additional condition, the reduced dynamics X¯ can be
expressed in terms of a 2-form defined on a vector subbundle of TP¯ uM¯ . The analysis closely
follows the one developed in Ref. 17 ~see also Ref. 34!.
(ii) Bates–S´niatycki reduction. In what follows, we assume that there exists a G-invariant
solution X of ~15! such that XPF . Recall that the latter assumption, in particular, implies that
X(H)50.
Remark V.1: For the mechanical systems considered in Sec. II, the condition that the con-
strained dynamics should belong to the distribution F is not at all restrictive. Indeed, for ~7! and
~8! we have that every solution X automatically belongs to F since, in those cases, TM,F . In the
case of ~9! and ~11!, the property that XPF is a consequence of the fact that X is a SODE. Finally,
for ~14!, the condition will be satisfied if the solution Y on D¯ f is the projection of a SODE along
a submanifold of D f . It is known that one can always find such a submanifold and such a
solution.25
In the sequel, we will denote by V the subbundle of TP whose fibers are the tangent spaces to
the G-orbits, i.e., Vx5Tx(Gx) or, equivalently, V5ker Tr . Note that Vx,TxM for all xPM , i.e.,
VuM,TM . For simplicity, we will also usually write V, instead of VuM , when referring to its
restriction to M ~the precise meaning should be clear from the context!.
We now define a ~generalized! vector subbundle U of TP uM , whose fiber at xPM is given by
Ux5$vPFxùTxM /v~v ,j˜ !50, for all j˜PVxùFx%. ~19!4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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P along M . In the sequel, however, we will always tacitly assume that U is a genuine vector
bundle over M , although much of the analysis also holds in the more general situation. Note that
U5(FùTM )ù(VùF)', where (VùF)' is the v-complement of VùF in TP uM . It is readily
seen that U is G-invariant and, hence, projects onto a subbundle U¯ of TP¯ uM¯ . Let us now denote
by vU the restriction of v to U . Clearly, vU is also G-invariant and since, moreover, ij˜vU50 for
all j˜PVùU , the 2-form vU pushes down to a 2-form vU¯ on U¯ ~i.e., vU¯ only acts on vectors
belonging to U¯ ). Similarly, the restriction of dH to U , denoted by dUH , pushes down to a 1-form
dU¯ H¯ on U¯ , which is simply the restriction of dH¯ to U¯ . Note that neither vU¯ nor dU¯ H¯ are genuine
differential forms on M¯ ; they are exterior forms on a vector bundle over M¯ , with smooth depen-
dence on the base point.
Proposition V.2: Let X be a G-invariant solution of (15) such that, in addition, X belongs to
F . Then, the projection X¯ of X onto M¯ is a section of U¯ satisfying the equation
iX¯vU¯ 5dU¯ H¯ .
Proof: Essentially, all that remains to be checked is that X is a section of U . Along M , the
given solution X verifies
iXv5dH1b ,
with bPFo. H being G-invariant, it follows that for any section j˜ of VùF , dH(j˜ )50. Since,
obviously, we also have b(j˜ )50, we may indeed conclude that XPU . Consequently, the follow-
ing relation holds along M :
iXvU5dUH .
The remainder of the proof now readily follows from the symmetry assumptions and from the
previous considerations. Q.E.D.
It is important to observe that, in general, the 2-form vU¯ may be degenerate. However, in the
case of a mechanical system with linear nonholonomic constraints, for instance, one can prove that
vU¯ is nondegenerate, such that (U¯ ,vU¯ ) becomes a symplectic vector bundle over M¯ ~see Ref. 17!.
The reduced dynamics is then uniquely determined by the equation mentioned in the previous
Proposition.
In the next section, we will identify three distinguished classes of constrained systems with
symmetry, which will be analyzed in some more detail.
VI. A CLASSIFICATION OF CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS WITH SYMMETRY
We again consider a constrained system ~15! with symmetry, as described in the previous
section. Recall that V5ker Tr . For each infinitesimal generator jP of the given group action on
P , corresponding to some jPg, the restriction to M is precisely the infinitesimal generator jM of
the induced action on M . If jM is a section of VùF , we will call it a horizontal symmetry of the
given constrained system ~see also Refs. 17, 15!. The following classification, which is inspired on
the one introduced by Bloch et al.15 for mechanical systems with linear or affine nonholonomic
constraints, reflects the various possible ways the subspaces Vx and Fx may intersect.
~i! The purely kinematic case: VxùFx5$0% and TxM5Vx1(FxùTxM ), for all xPM .
~ii! The case of horizontal symmetries: VxùFx5Vx , for all xPM , which is equivalent to
Vx,Fx , for all xPM .
~iii! The general case: $0% VxùFx Vx , for all xPM .4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Suppose that VxùFx5$0% and TxM5Vx1(FxùTxM ), for all xPM . This implies that
TxM5Vx % (FxùTxM ). In other words, observing that in this case U5FùTM , we have TM
5VuM % U . Since U is G-invariant, this decomposition defines a principal connection G on the
principal G-bundle r uM :M!M¯ , with horizontal subspace Ux at xPM . Note, in passing, that U
here represents a vector bundle of constant rank. In what follows we let X denote a fixed
G-invariant solution of ~15! which, moreover, belongs to F . In particular, this means that X is
horizontal, i.e., XPU .
Denote by h:TM!U and v:TM!V the horizontal and vertical projectors associated with the
decomposition TM5VuM % U . The curvature of G is the tensor field of type ~1,2! on M , given by
R5 12 @h,h# ,
where @ , # denotes the Nijenhuis bracket of type ~1,1! tensor fields. Taking into account that in the
present case U¯ 5TM¯ , and applying the method developed in Sec. V, we obtain on M¯ a 2-form v¯
~which is now a genuine differential form on M¯ ) and a function H¯ such that the projection X¯ of
X verifies
iX¯ v¯5dH¯ . ~20!
It should be pointed out that the reduced 2-form v¯ in general need not be closed. We will show,
however, that in case the given 2-form v on P is exact, one can construct a reduced equation,
equivalent to ~20!, but now in terms of a closed 2-form on M¯ .
Assume v5du for some 1-form u on P . Denote by u8 the 1-form on M defined by u8
5 jM* u , where jM :MP is the canonical inclusion. By means of the given solution X of ~15! we
can construct a 1-form aX on M as follows:
aX5iX~h*du82dh*u8!, ~21!
with the usual convention that, for an arbitrary p-form b, h*b is the p-form defined by the
prescription h*b(X1 ,. . . ,Xp)5b(h(X1),. . . ,h(Xp)).
Lemma VI.1: We have that
aX~Y !5v~Y !~u8~X !!2u8~R~X ,Y !!1u8~h@X ,v~Y !# !,
for all YPX(M ).
Proof: Indeed, for any YPX(M ) we easily find
aX~Y !5iX~h*du82dh*u8!~Y !
5hX~u8~hY !!2hY ~u8~hX !!2u8@hX ,hY #2X~u8~hY !!1Y ~u8~hX !!1u8~h@X ,Y # !
5vY ~u8~X !!2u8~R~X ,Y !!1u8~h@X ,vY # !,
taking into account that X is horizontal. Q.E.D.
Proposition VI.2: Assume, in addition, that the given action F leaves u invariant. Then, the
1-forms h*u8 and aX are projectable. Moreover, the projection X¯ of X , which is a solution of
(20), also satisfies the equation
iX¯ du¯ 8h5dH¯ 2aX, ~22!
where u¯8h and aX are the projections of the 1-forms h*u8 and aX , respectively.
Proof: We divide the proof in three parts: ~i! the r-projectability of h*u8; ~ii! the
r-projectability of aX ; ~iii! the derivation of the reduced equation of motion ~22!.4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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can readily see that ijMh*u850. We now show that also ijMd(h*u8)50. Observe that for all
X8PX(M ) we have
ijM~dh*u8!~X8!5jM~u8~hX8!!1u8~h@jM ,X8# !.
Thus, for X8 vertical, i.e., X8PV, we obtain ijM(dh*u8)(X8)50. Suppose now that X8 is hori-
zontal, i.e., X8PU . Taking into account the G-invariance of u8 we deduce that
05jM~u8~X8!!2u8~@jM ,X8# !.
Herewith we obtain
ijM~dh*u8!~X8!5u8~@jM ,X8#2h@jM ,X8# !5u8~v@jM ,X8# !50,
since X8 is horizontal.
Summarizing, we have shown that each fundamental vector field of the G-action on M is a
characteristic vector field of h*u8 and, hence, the latter is a r-projectable 1-form.
~ii! To prove the projectability of aX we first note that
ijMaX5ijMiX~h* du82dh* u8!52ijMiX~dh *u8!50,
where the last equality follows by a similar argument as above, taking into account that the given
X is horizontal.
Next, we prove that ijMdaX50. For this it suffices to show that ijMdaX vanishes when acting
on infinitesimal generators and on horizontal lifts of vector fields on M¯ . Using the previous
property, i.e., aX(jM)50, a straightforward calculation shows that for all X8PX(M ):
~ ijMdaX!~X8!5jM~aX~X8!!2X8~aX~jM !!2aX~@jM ,X8# !5jM~aX~X8!!2aX~@jM ,X8# !.
From this we immediately deduce that if X8 is a fundamental vector field of the group action,
ijM daX(X8)50. On the other hand, if X8 is the horizontal lift of a vector field Y on M¯ , i.e.,
X85Y h, we obtain, using Lemma VI.1 and the fact that the function u8(R(X ,Y h)) is G-invariant,
~ ijM daX!~Y
h!5jM~aX~Y h!!52jM~u8~R~X ,Y h!!!50.
~iii! Recall that X satisfies an equation of the form iX du5dH1b , for some bPFo. Putting
H85 jM* (5H uM) and b85 jM* b , and taking into account that X is tangent to M , we can take the
pull-back of this equation to M :
iX du85dH81b8.
Since X is horizontal, i.e., hX5X , it follows that h*(iX du8)5iXh*du8. Furthermore, H ~and,
hence H8) being G-invariant, we have h* dH85dH8 and, finally, it is also readily seen that
h*b850. The horizontal projection of the equation of motion on M therefore becomes
iXh* du85dH8.
In view of the definition of the 1-form aX , we then obtain
iX dh*u85iXh* du82aX5dH82aX .
All terms in this equation are projectable onto M¯ and the reduced equation is indeed given by ~22!.
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metry, admits a reduction to an unconstrained system ~22!, but with an additional ‘‘nonconserva-
tive force’’ represented by aX. It is interesting to observe that, by construction, the 1-form aX
satisfies
iXaX50.
We now briefly comment on the problem of reconstructing the dynamics on M from the reduced
dynamics on M¯ in the case where ~15! admits a unique solution X . Suppose the flow of the
reduced system X¯ is known. In order to recover flow of the constrained dynamics on M , one can
first lift the integral curves of X¯ to M by means of the horizontal lift operation associated with the
principal connection G. The integral curves of X are then obtained by ‘‘shifting’’ these lifted
curves along the fibres of r uM . This second step can be implemented in the standard way.37,38
Finally, we can summarize the situation in the case of purely kinematic constraints in the
following diagram:
B. The case of horizontal symmetries
The assumption now is that VxùFx5Vx , for all xPM or, equivalently, VuM,F . In particular,
every infinitesimal generator of the given group action then yields a horizontal symmetry as
defined at the beginning of this section. Note also that an unconstrained Hamiltonian system with
symmetry can be regarded as a special subcase of this case, since we then have M5P , F5TP
and, obviously, V,TP .
For the further analysis of this case we assume, in addition, that the given symplectic action
F on P is a Hamiltonian action, in the sense that it admits an Ad*-equivariant momentum map
J:P!g*, such that for all jPg, ijPv5d^J ,j&. Let mPg* be a regular value of J , and suppose
that the isotropy group Gm acts freely and properly on the level set J21(m). It is known ~see Refs.
37, 36! that under these conditions (Pm5J21(m)/Gm ,vm) is a symplectic manifold, where vm is
the 2-form defined by
pm*vm5 jm*v ,
with pm :J21(m)!Pm the canonical projection and jm :J21(m)P the natural inclusion.
With jP again denoting the infinitesimal generator of the group action on P , corresponding to
an element jPg, it follows from the definition of the momentum mapping that jP5XJj, where
Jj(x)5J(x)(j) for all xPP . Taking into account that, by assumption, VuM,F , we find that for
any solution X of ~15!, along the constraint submanifold M ,
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dynamics. This is a version of Noether’s theorem for constrained systems. ~For the case of
mechanical systems with nonholonomic constraints, see in this respect also Refs. 15, 39, 35.!
Imposing a condition of clean intersection of M and J21(m), we have that M 8
5MùJ21(m) is a submanifold of J21(m) which is Gm-invariant. Passing to the quotient we then
obtain a submanifold M m5M 8/Gm of Pm . Next, we can define a distribution F8 on P along M 8
by putting
F
x8
8 5Tx8~J
21~m!!ùFx8 , ;x8PM 8,
and we now make the further simplifying assumption that F8 has constant rank. It is obvious that
F8 is a Gm-invariant subbundle of TP uM8 and, hence, it projects onto a subbundle Fm of TPm
along M m . Finally, since the restriction of the Hamiltonian H to J21(m) is also Gm-invariant, it
induces a function Hm on Pm .
Theorem VI.3: Suppose that X is a G-invariant solution of (15). Then, X induces a vector
field Xm on M m , such that
~ iXmvm2dHm! uMmPFm
o
, XmPTM m . ~23!
Proof: First of all, notice that X85X uM8 is everywhere tangent to M 8, since both J21(m) and
M are invariant submanifolds of X . Pulling back ~15! to J21(m), we find that X8 satisfies an
equation of the form
~ iX8 jm*v2d~H+ jm!! uM85b
for some section b of F8o. Since X is G-invariant, and taking account the other symmetry
assumptions, it follows that both X8 and b are Gm-equivariant sections of TM 8 and F8o, respec-
tively. Moreover, from the fact that we are dealing with horizontal symmetries we may deduce, in
particular, that for all jPgm (5the Lie algebra of Gm), (jP) uM8 is a section of F8. Therefore, b
projects onto a section of Fmo . Using a standard argument, it now readily follows that X8 projects
onto a vector field on M m for which ~23! holds. Q.E.D.
In the case of horizontal symmetries we have thus proved that, under the appropriate assump-
tions, the given constrained problem on (P ,v) reduces to a constrained problem on (Pm ,vm).
As far as the reconstruction of the original constrained dynamics from the reduced dynamics
is concerned, we observe that, unlike in the purely kinematic case, we now first have to select an
arbitrary connection on the principal Gm-bundle M 8!M m . This connection will enable us to
subsequently lift the integral curves of the reduced system from M m to M 8. The reconstruction of
the flow of X then further proceeds as in the previous case.
The following diagram illustrates the situation in the case of horizontal symmetries. Note in
passing that, modulo the appropriate embeddings, one may identify M m with M¯ ùPm where, as
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We now consider the case where, at xPM , $0%ÞVxùFxÞVx . Assuming again that the given
action of G on P is Hamiltonian, with momentum map J , it is no longer true that J is a conserved
quantity for the constrained dynamics. However, extending a procedure developed by Bloch
et al.15 for nonholonomic mechanical systems ~see also Ref. 40!, we will derive an equation which
describes the evolution of some components of the momentum map along the integral curves of
the constrained system.
For each xPM , we put
gx5$jPgujM~x !PFx%,
and
Sx5$jM~x !ujPgx%,
i.e., Sx5VxùFx . Recall that jM is just the restriction of jP to the G-invariant submanifold M .
We have that gx and Sx are vector subspaces of g and TxM (,TxP), respectively. Putting
gF5 q
xPM
gx, SF5 q
xPM
Sx,
where we use the symbol ‘‘q’’ to denote the disjoint union of the respective vector spaces, we
obtain two ~‘‘generalized’’! vector bundles over M , with corresponding natural projections gF
!M :jPgx°x and SF!M :jM(x)°x . In general, these bundles need not have constant rank.
However, for the subsequent discussion we make the simplifying assumption that gF and SF are
genuine vector bundles over M , the fibers of which have constant dimension ~independent of the
base point!. The given action being a free action, the mapping gF!SF:jPgx°jM(x) then defines
a smooth vector bundle isomorphism.
Suppose now that the symplectic form v is exact, say v5du , and that the G-action leaves u
invariant. In such a case there always exists a well-defined momentum mapping J:P!g* such
that
^J~x !,j&52~ux!~jP~x !!, ;xPP , ;jPg
~see, e.g., Ref. 37!. Herewith we can define a smooth section J (c):M!(gF)* of the dual bundle
(gF)* as follows:
J ~c !~x !:gx!R, J ~c !~x !~j!5^J~x !,j&.
We may call J (c) the ‘‘constrained momentum map.’’ In Ref. 15, which deals with nonholonomic
mechanical systems, this map was denoted by Jnhc. Given a smooth section j¯ of the vector bundle
gF, we can then define a smooth function J
j¯
(c)
on M according to
J
j¯
~c !
5^J ~c !,j¯ &.
In addition, we can construct a vector field J on M by putting
J~x !5~j¯~x !!M~x !, ;xPM .
Denoting the Lie derivative operator with respect to J as LJ , we have the following interesting
result.
Theorem VI.4: Let X be an arbitrary solution of (15). For any smooth section j¯ of gF we then
have4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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j¯
~c !
!52~LJu!~X !. ~24!
Proof: Since J takes values in F , it follows from ~15! that, along M ,
iJiXv2iJ dH50.
From the above definitions we further deduce that J
j¯
(c)
52iJ( jM* u), with jM :MP again denot-
ing the inclusion map. A straightforward computation then gives
X~J
j¯
~c !
!52iX diJ~ jM* u!52iXLJ~ jM* u!1iXiJ~ jM* v!52LJiX~ jM* u!1i [J ,X]~ jM* u!2J~H+ jM !.
Since H is G-invariant, it follows from the definition of J that J(H+ jM)50. Herewith, the
previous relation immediately reduces to ~24! ~with a slight abuse of notation!. Q.E.D.
Note that for the above result we do not have to require X to be G-invariant. Equation ~24! is
called the momentum equation for the given constrained system. In the case of linear nonholo-
nomic constraints we precisely recover the result established by Bloch et al.15
Suppose again that X is a solution of ~15! and let j¯ be a constant section of gF, i.e., j¯ (x)
5j0Pg for all xPM . We may then identify the corresponding vector field J with the infinitesi-
mal generator jM
0 and, clearly, J
j¯
(c)
5(Jj0) uM . Moreover, by construction, jM0 is a horizontal
symmetry. The momentum equation ~24! then leads to
X~J
j¯
~c !
!5X~Jj0! uM50,
i.e., we have obtained a conserved quantity of X associated with the horizontal symmetry jM
0
.
This is again a manifestation of Noether’s theorem for constrained systems ~cf. the previous
subsection!.
In the next section we will apply some of the previous results to the case of a singular
Lagrangian system and to a Lagrangian system with linear nonholonomic constraints induced by
a principal connection.
VII. APPLICATIONS
A. Singular Lagrangian systems
Consider a system described by a singular Lagrangian function L:TQ!R such that vL is
presymplectic. We assume that a Lie group G acts freely and properly on the configuration
manifold Q and that L is invariant under the lifted action of G on TQ . It then easily follows that
both vL and EL are also G-invariant. In addition, we know that the lifted action of G on T*Q
leaves invariant the Liouville 1-form uQ and, hence, also the canonical symplectic form vQ5
2duQ ~see, e.g., Ref. 37!. From all this, one can subsequently deduce that the Legendre mapping
is G-equivariant and that the constraint submanifolds generated by the presymplectic constraint
algorithm, both on the Lagrangian and on the Hamiltonian side, are G-invariant. In particular, the
final constraint submanifold M f in T*Q is G-invariant.
Let us now consider the constrained equations of motion ~7! where, for simplicity, we write H
instead of H1 , i.e.,
~ iXvQ2dH ! uM fPTM 1
o
, X uM fPTM f .
Since M f is G-invariant, it follows that VuM f,TM f#TM 15F and, hence, we are in the case of
horizontal symmetries. Moreover, the lifted symplectic action of G on T*Q admits an equivariant
momentum map J and so we can apply the reduction procedure described in subsection IV B.
Given a regular value m of J , it is easy to check that the reduced system then becomes
~ iXmvm2dHm! u~M f !mP~T~M 1!m!
o
, XmPT~M f !m ,4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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~T~M 1!m!o,~T~M f !m!o.
Suppose, on the other hand, we would have started from the description of the given constrained
system in terms of ~8!, again denoting the extended Hamiltonian by H , i.e.,
~ iXvQ2dH ! uM fPTM f
o
, X uM fPTM f . ~25!
Under the given assumptions, the final constraint submanifold M f , generated through Hinds’
algorithm, will also be G-invariant such that VuM f,F5TM f , i.e., we are again in the case of
horizontal symmetries. Given a regular value m of the momentum map J , it is easy to check that
we now have
~TM f !m
o 5~T~M f !m!o,
where, assuming clean intersection of M f and J21(m), (M f)m5(M fùJ21(m))/Gm and
(TM f)m5(TJ21(m)ùTM f)/Gm . If ~25! admits a G-invariant solution X , it follows from Theo-
rem 6.3 that the reduced dynamics will satisfy the constrained system
~ iXmvm2dHm! u~M f !mP~T~M f !m!
o
, XmPT~M f !m . ~26!
We now have the following diagram:
Notice that, according to Proposition 3.1, the reduced system ~26! admits a unique solution if and
only if T(M f)m'ùT(M f)m50, which implies that (M f)m is a symplectic submanifold of (T*Q)m .
In that case we have the direct sum decomposition
T~~T*Q !m! u~M f !m5T~M f !m % T~M f !m
'
and we can construct the unique solution of ~26! in the following way. Let XHm denote the
Hamiltonian vector field on ((T*Q)m ,vm), corresponding to Hm . The reduction Xm of X is then
obtained by first taking the restriction of XHm to (M f)m , and then projecting it onto T(M f)m .
Example: Consider the singular Lagrangian function L:TR6!R given by
L5m2~ x˙2
21 y˙2
2!1m3~ x˙3
21 y˙3
2!1 y˙2x22 x˙2y21 y˙3x32 x˙3y32x1
22y1
22x2
22y2
22x3
22y3
2
,
with coordinates (x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2 ,x3 ,y3 , x˙1 , y˙1 , x˙2 , y˙2 , x˙3 , y˙3) on TR6. Here m2 and m3 are con-
stants. The above Lagrangian is a particular case of those considered by Capri and Kobayashi41,42
~see also Ref. 43!. This type of Lagrangian occurs in some models of field theories coupled to
external fields.
When passing to the Hamiltonian side, we obtain the following two primary constraints: f1
5px150 and f25py150 which determine the constraint submanifold M 1 . The 2-form v1 is
given in local coordinates (x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3,px2,py2,px3,py3) on M 1 by4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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which is presymplectic, with
ker v15 K ]]x1 , ]]y1L .
The energy function EL projects onto the function h1 on M 1 given by
h15
1
4m2
~~px21y2!
21~py22x2!
2!1
1
4m3
~~px31y3!
21~py32x3!
2!
1~x1!
21~y1!21~x2!21~y2!21~x3!21~y3!2.
Consistency of the constraints f1 and f2 leads to the secondary constraints
f35x150, f45y150,
and the constraint submanifold M 2 determined by the vanishing of the constraints f i , 1<i<4,
turns out to be the final constraint submanifold, i.e., M 25M f . We note, in passing, that in this
case the final constraint submanifolds generated by the Gotay–Nester algorithm and the Hinds
algorithm, coincide.
Consider the function H on T*Q with coordinate expression equal to that of h1 . ~In fact, one
might take any arbitrary extension of h1 which coincides with the latter on M f ; for instance: H˜
5H1l1f11l2f2 for some arbitrary functions l i). Note also that
TM f
'5K ]]x1 , ]]y1 , ]]px1 , ]]py1L .
The constrained equations of motion ~8!, i.e.,
iXvQ2dHPTM f
o
, XPTM f , ~27!
admit a unique solution since TM fùTM f
'50.
The initial system admits nongauge symmetries which are rotations on the configuration
space. The action
F:T23R6!R6,
where T2 is the two-dimensional torus, is given by
F~~u2 ,u3!3~x
1
,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3!!5~x1 ,y1 ,x2 sin u21y2 cos u2 ,x2 cos u2
2y2 sin u2 ,x3 sin u31y3 cos u3 ,x3 cos u32y3 sin u3!.
The infinitesimal generators of this action are
K xi ]]yi 2yi ]]xiL , 2<i<3.
The infinitesimal generators of the lifted action to T*Q are
K xi ]]yi 2yi ]]xi 1pxi ]]pyi 2pyi ]]pxiL , 2<i<3.4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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also T2-invariant.
According to our classification of constrained systems, we are in the case of horizontal sym-
metries, since at each point xPM f ,
Vxù~FxùTxM f !5Vx ,
because F5TM f .
Consider the equivariant momentum map J:T*Q!R2 given by
J~x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2 ,x3 ,y3 ;px1,py1,px2,py2,px3,py3!5~x2py22y2px2,x3py32y3px3!.
For any regular value m5(m1 ,m2), applying the cotangent bundle reduction, we have that
J21(m)/(T2)m is a differentiable manifold equipped with a symplectic 2-form vm . Denote by Hm
the projection of H uJ21(m) , and by (M f)m the projection of M fùJ21(m), with projection map
pm :J21m!J21(m)/(T2)m . Then, from Theorem 6.3 it follows that the solution of system ~27!
projects onto the solution of the system
~ iXmvm2dHm! u~M f !mP~T~M f !m!
o
, XmPT~M f !m .
By taking polar coordinates on M f , i.e., (r2 ,w2 ,r3 ,w3 ;pr2,pw2,pr3,pw3), we have that
J21(m)ùM f is the (T2)m-invariant submanifold of M f determined by
pw25m1 and pw35m2 .
Passing to the quotient we find that (M f)m is a four-dimensional submanifold of J21(m)/(T2)m ,
with induced coordinates (r2 ,r3 ;pr2,pr3) and equipped with the symplectic form
~vM f !m5dr2∧dpr21dr3∧dpr3.
B. Nonholonomic Lagrangian systems
We again consider an action of a Lie group G on a manifold Q , and let L:TQ!R be a regular
Lagrangian which is G-invariant. The lifted action of G on the symplectic manifold (TQ ,vL) is
then Hamiltonian. We assume that the Lagrangian system is subjected to some linear nonholo-
nomic constraints, described by a distribution D on Q , such that the resulting nonholonomic
system verifies the compatibility condition ~cf. Sec. II B! and such that, in addition, the vector
subbundle D of TQ , spanned by D, is G-invariant. The constrained equations then read ~cf. ~9!!
iXvL2dELP~D v!o, X uDPTD . ~28!
We now consider an interesting special subcase of the purely kinematic case, namely, a ~gener-
alized! Cˇ aplygin system. For a system of Cˇ aplygin type, the configuration manifold Q is a prin-
cipal G-bundle p:Q!Q/G , and the constraints are given by the horizontal subspaces of a prin-
cipal connection G on p ~see Refs. 12, 24!.
Under the above conditions, one can easily see that there exists a well-defined Lagrangian
function L*:T(Q/G)!R, given by
L*~Y !5L~~Y h!q!,
for any YPTy(Q/G), where qPQ is an arbitrary point in the fiber over yPQ/G and Y h denotes
the horizontal lift of Y with respect to G.
A direct computation shows that, with the notations introduced in Sec. V, VùD v50. More-
over, we have U5D vùTD , and U is symplectic with respect to vL . Therefore we deduce that4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Thus, a Cˇ aplygin system fits indeed very nice in the purely kinematic case. Moreover, one can
prove that D¯ 5D/G>T(Q/G) and E¯ L5EL* .
We have seen that the compatibility condition,
~D v!'ùTD50,
ensures the existence of a unique solution X5GL ,D of ~28! which, moreover, is a SODE. Notice
that GL ,D can be obtained by projecting the unconstrained Euler–Lagrange vector field GL by
means of the first projector associated with the decomposition,
T~TQ ! uD5TD % ~D v!'.
Since vL52duL , the reduced equation becomes
iX¯vL*5dEL*2aGL ,D,
where aGL ,D is the projection of the 1-form aGL ,D, defined by ~21!. Observe that
iG¯aGL ,D50,
for any SODE G¯ on T(Q/G). This implies that aGL ,D is a 1-form of gyroscopic type.
Example VII.1: The vertical rolling disk. Consider a rolling disk of radius R constrained to
remain vertical on a horizontal plane. The standard coordinates of the configuration space R
3S13S1 are: the Cartesian coordinates x ,y of the center of mass, the angle u1 between the
tangent of the disk at the point of contact and the x-axis and the angle u2 determined by some
diameter of the disk and the vertical.
The dynamics of this mechanical system is described by the following:
~i! the regular Lagrangian:
L5 12 ~mx˙21my˙21I1u˙1
21I2u˙2
2!,
where m is the mass, and I1 ,I2 are moments of inertia;
~ii! the nonholonomic constraints:
f15x˙2~R cos u1!u˙250, f25 y˙2~R sin u1!u˙250.
The Poincare´–Cartan 2-form of the Lagrangian L is
vL5m dx∧dx˙1m dy∧dy˙1I1 du1∧du˙ 11I2 du2∧du˙ 2 ,
so that the Euler–Lagrange vector field of the free ~i.e., unconstrained system! is
GL5 x˙
]
]x
1 y˙
]
]y 1u
˙ 1
]
]u1
1u˙ 2
]
]u2
.
Consider the group G5R2 and its trivial action by translations on Q:
F:G3Q!Q
~r ,s !3~x ,y ,u1 ,u2!°~x1r ,y1s ,u1 ,u2!.
If we consider the lifted action F1 of F to TQ , given by (F1)g5TFg , then the infinitesimal
generators of this action are4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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One easily verifies that the constraint submanifold D , determined by f1 ,f2 , is invariant with
respect to F1. Choose local coordinates (x ,y ,u1 ,u2 ,u˙ 1 ,u˙ 2) on D . In these coordinates we find
that the distribution U on D is generated by the vector fields:
U5K ]]u1 , ]]u2 ,R cos u1 ]]x 1R sin u1 ]]y 1 ]]u˙ 2 , ]]u˙ 1L ,
and we readily have that VuD,TD and VuD % U5TD , i.e., we are in the purely kinematic case. In
fact, noting that r:Q!S13S1 is a principal bundle, with structure group G5R2, and D is the
horizontal subbundle of a principal connection, we see that the given system is a Cˇ aplygin system.
Following the above analysis we then obtain
L*5 12 ~I1u˙ 1
21~mR21I2!u˙ 2
2!,
vL*5I1 du1∧du˙ 11~mR
21I2!du2∧du˙ 2 .
In this particular case the gyroscopic 1-form aGL ,D50 and then the 2-form vU¯ is closed and
vU¯ 5vL* .
Example VII.2: The two-wheeled carriage. The configuration space of the two-wheeled car-
riage is Q5R23S13T2 with coordinates (x ,y ,w ,C1 ,C2) ~see, e.g., Ref. 24 for more details!.
This system is determined by the following data:
~i! A regular Lagrangian L ,
L5 12 m~x˙21y˙2!1m0lw˙~y˙ cos w2x˙ sin w!1 12 Iw˙21 12 C~C˙ 1
21C˙ 2
2!;
~i! and the nonholonomic constraints,
f15x˙1
a cos w
2 C
˙ 11
a cos w
2 C
˙ 2 ,
f25y˙1
a sin w
2 C
˙ 11
a sin w
2 C
˙ 2 ,
f35w˙1
a
2r C
˙ 12
a
2r C
˙ 2 .
These constraints are linear in the velocities and determine a distribution D on Q whose annihi-
lator is generated by the 1-forms,
m15dx1
a cos w
2 dC11
a cos w
2 dC2 ,
m25dy1
a sin w
2 dC11
a sin w
2 dC2 ,
f35dw1
a
2r dC12
a
2r dC2 .
Consider the group of Euclidean motions in the plane, G5R23S1, with its standard action on
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~r ,s ,u!3~x ,y ,w ,C1 ,C2!°~r1x cos u2y sin u ,s1x sin u1y cos u ,u1w ,C1 ,C2!,
whose infinitesimal generators are
K ]]x , ]]y ,2y ]]x 1x ]]y 1 ]]w L .
Observe that the distribution D is G-invariant and, hence, also the constraint submanifold D is
preserved, that is, for all xPD and gPG , TFg(x)PD .
Taking (x ,y ,w ,C1 ,C2 ,C˙ 1 ,C˙ 2) as coordinates on D , we have that the pull-back vD of the
Poincare´–Cartan 2-form vL to D is
vD5S 2 am cos w2 1 am sin w2 C˙ 11 am0l sin w2r D dx∧dC˙ 1
1S 2 am cos w2 1 am sin w2 C˙ 22 am0l sin w2r D dx∧dC˙ 2
1S 2 am sin w2 2 am cos w2 C˙ 22 am0l cos w2r D dy∧dC˙ 1
1S 2 am sin w2 2 am cos w2 C˙ 21 am0l cos w2r D dy∧dC˙ 2
1
am0l sin w
2r ~C
˙
12C˙ 2!dy∧dw1
am0l cos w
2r ~C
˙
12C˙ 2!dx∧dw
2
aI
2r dw∧dC
˙
11
aI
2r dw∧dC
˙
21CdC1∧dC˙ 11CdC2∧dC˙ 2 .
A basis of U5D vùTD is given by the vectors fields
K ]
]C˙ 1
,
]
]C˙ 2
,
]
]C1
2
a
2
cos w
]
]x
2
a
2
sin w
]
]y
2
a
2r
]
]w
,
]
]C2
2
a
2
cos w
]
]x
2
a
2
sin w
]
]y
1
a
2r
]
]wL .
Observe again that D/G can be identified with the space T(Q/G). The projected 2-form vU¯ is
vU¯ 52
a3
4r2 m0l~C
˙
12C
˙
2!dC1∧dC21S ma24 1 Ia
2
4r2 1C D dC1∧dC˙ 1
1S ma24 1 Ia
2
4r2 1C D dC2∧dC˙ 21S ma
2
4 2
Ia2
4r2D dC1∧dC˙ 2
1S ma24 2 Ia
2
4r2D dC2∧dC˙ 1 .
This 2-form vU¯ is an almost symplectic form, that is, it is nondegenerate but not closed. The
solution of the dynamics after the reduction procedure is given by4 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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where L*:T(T2)!R is defined by
L*~C1 ,C2 ,C˙ 1 ,C˙ 2!5
1
8 ma
2~C˙ 11C˙ 2!
21
Ia2
8r2 ~C
˙
22C˙ 1!
21
1
2 C~C
˙
1
21C˙ 2
2!.
Alternatively, it is possible to find an equation in terms of a symplectic 2-form, but with an
additional gyroscopic type 1-form:
iX¯vL*5dEL*1aGL ,D,
where
aGL ,D5
m0la3
4r2 ~C
˙
22C˙ 1!C˙ 2 dC12
m0la3
4r2 ~C
˙
22C˙ 1!C˙ 1 dC2 .
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